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Abstract. Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is a well-known etiological 
factor of colitis-associated colorectal cancer (CAC) and has a 
significant role in CAC progression. In addition, hypoxia‑induc-
ible factor 1α (HIF-1α) serves a primary role in the progression 
of CAC. However, the association between IL‑6 and HIF‑1α 
during the progression of CAC remains unclear. To investigate 
this association, the present study induced CAC in a mouse 
model using azoxymethane and dextran sulfate sodium. In 
addition, an anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody was used to inhibit 
IL‑6. In this model, anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody treatment 
significantly inhibited the development of CAC and the expres-
sion of HIF-1α, in colorectal adenomas and adenocarcinomas. 
In patients with CAC, the HIF‑1α gene was demonstrated 
to be overexpressed in tumor tissue compared with adjacent 
non‑malignant tissue. Furthermore, HIF‑1α mRNA expression 
was positively correlated with serum IL‑6 concentration. The 
results of the present study suggest that IL‑6 promotes CAC 
progression, in the early stage of the disease, through HIF‑1α 
regulation.

Introduction

Colitis‑associated colorectal cancer (CAC) is a subtype of 
colorectal cancer that is associated with inflammatory bowel 
diseases (IBD), including ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's 
disease (1). Over 20% of patients with IBD develop CAC within 
30 years of the disease onset and >50% of these will succumb 
to CAC (2). The primary risk factors for CAC progression 

are the duration and severity of intestinal inflammation (3). 
Increasing evidence supports the importance of pro‑inflam-
matory cytokines in CAC progression (4-7). Interleukin‑6 
(IL‑6), a pro‑inflammatory cytokine, is a key regulator in the 
development of CAC (8). A previous study demonstrated that 
IL‑6 is overexpressed in patients with active UC and CAC (9). 
However, despite evidence implicating the importance of IL‑6 
in the progression of CAC, the underlying molecular mecha-
nisms of this association remain unclear. 

Hypoxia is a common feature of solid tumors, including 
CAC, to which tumor cells frequentlyadapt through changes in 
their gene expression patterns (10). Hypoxia‑inducible factor 
1α (HIF-1α), an inducible transcription factor, is typically 
considered to be the primary regulator of the hypoxic adap-
tive response (10) and is regulated by the partial pressure of 
oxygen (11). In addition, a number of growth factors, including 
human epidermal growth factor receptor‑2 and insulin‑like 
growth factor‑2, and cytokines, including tumor necrosis 
factor-α, have been demonstrated to regulate the expression 
of HIF-1α (12-14). Furthermore, previous studies identified 
that the activation of oncogenes and loss of function of tumor 
suppressor genes effects HIF‑1α expression (15,16). HIF‑1α 
induces the expression of hundreds of genes and serves 
important roles in various aspects of cancer biology, including 
angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis (17-19). In clinical 
studies, HIF-1α was shown to be overexpressed in multiple 
types of cancer, including colorectal (20,21). In addition, 
HIF-1α was identified to be overexpressed in patients with IBD 
and in the early stages of colorectal cancer (22). Furthermore, 
patients carrying one or both of the common HIF‑1α polymor-
phisms, C1772T and G1790A, displayed a significantly higher 
risk for the development of CAC (23). These results indicate 
that HIF-1α serves a significant role in the progression of CAC. 
However, the association between IL-6 and HIF-1α during the 
progression of CAC remains unclear.

In the present study, the association between IL‑6 and 
HIF-1α in the development of CAC was investigated. The 
results of the current study demonstrated that, in a CAC mouse 
model, theanti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody used inhibited the 
progression of CAC and decreased the expression of HIF‑1α. 
Further analysis in human samples revealed that the serum 
concentration of IL‑6 was positively correlated with HIF‑1α 
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mRNA expression in CAC tumor tissues. In conclusion, the 
results of the present study indicate that IL‑6 promotes CAC 
progression through the regulation of HIF‑1α.

Materials and methods

Mouse CAC model. Male BALB/c mice (6‑8 weeks old; 
18.3±1.4 g), purchased from the Shanghai Laboratory Animal 
Center (Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China), were used to produce 
the CAC model. Mice were housed at 22±1˚C, with a 12 h 
light/dark cycle, and ad libitum access to food and water. 
Mice were divided into two groups; the immunoglobulin G 
(IgG) group (control group, n=8) and the anti‑IL‑6 receptor 
antibody (both eBioscience, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) 
group (treatment group, n=8). The protocol to induce CAC 
in a mouse model was performed as previously described by 
Neufert et al (24). Briefly, mice were peritoneally injected with 
azoxymethane (AOM, 10 mg/kg; Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck Milli-
pore, Darmstadt, Germany) at the beginning of the first week. 
Then, mice were given drinking water supplemented with 2% 
(w/v) dextran sulfate sodium (DSS; Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck 
Millipore) for 1 week, followed by water alone for 2 weeks, 
this was repeated 3 times (Fig. 1A). Simultaneously, mice in 
the treatment and control groups were injected peritoneally 
every 2 days with 10 µg anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody or 10 µg 
IgG, respectively, diluted in 200 µl normal saline.

The mice were sacrificed via cervical dislocation at the end 
of week 9. Subsequently, large intestines (from the ileocecal 
junction to the anal verge) were collected, longitudinally cut 
open along the main axis and washed with normal saline. 
Visible neoplasms were counted and collected, the length and 
width of each neoplasm was measured using a digital micro 
ruler, and the neoplasm area was calculated by multiplying the 
length and width. Subsequently, neoplasms were cut into halves, 
where 1 half was prepared for histopathological analysis and 
immunohistochemistry, and the other half was prepared for 
reverse transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(RT‑qPCR) analysis and western blotting. All procedures were 
carried out in accordance with the guidelines and regulations 
for the Use of Experimental Animals by the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences (Beijing, China). The current study was approved 
by the Animal Ethics Committee of Zhongshan Hospital of 
Fudan University (Shanghai, China).

Collection of patient samples. A total of 13 patients (males n=8, 
females n=5), aged between 41 and 76 years old (58.6±10.9 years), 
diagnosed with CAC and receiving surgical treatment at 
Zhongshan Hospital of Fudan University between June 2012 
and December 2014 were included in the present study. Tumor 
tissue and adjacent non‑malignant tissue was collected during 
surgery and stored at ‑80˚C until required for further analysis. 
A total of 5 ml blood was collected from each patient prior to 
surgery and immediately centrifuged at 2,400 x g for 10 min at 
room temperature. The serum obtained was preserved at ‑80˚C 
until required. The patients included in the present study had 
not received chemotherapy or radiotherapy prior to surgery. 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants included 
in the current study and ethical permission for the study was 
obtained from the Zhongshan Hospital of Fudan University.

Histopathological analysis. Biopsy specimens were fixed with 
10% formalin, embedded in paraffin and cut into 4‑µm‑thick 
sections. Hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed on 
the sections to distinguish between colorectal adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas. All results were confirmed by 2 patholo-
gists.

Measurement of serum IL‑6 concentration. The serum 
concentration of IL-6 was assessed using Canine IL-6 DuoSet 
ELISA (R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA; cat. 
no. DY1609), according to the manufacturer's protocol. The 
detection range of this kit was between 0.156 and 10.0 pg/ml, 
with a sensitivity of 0.11 pg/ml.

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemical staining 
of colorectal tissue sections was performed as previously 
described by Yuan et al (25). Briefly, tissue sections were 
treated with xylene and a series of graded alcohols. Antigen 
retrieval was performed with 0.01 M citrate buffer (pH 6.0) 
at 95˚C for 20 min. Following antigen retrieval, the sections 
were incubated with primary mouse monoclonal anti‑HIF‑1α 
antibody (1:100; Abcam, Cambridge, UK; cat. no. ab113642) 
at 4˚C for 12 h. Following three washes with 0.01 mmol/l 
PBS, sections were incubated with goat anti‑mouse IgG H&L 
(FITC) biotinylated secondary antibody (1:50; Abcam; cat. 
no. ab6785) at 37˚C for 1 h and horseradish peroxidase‑conju-
gated streptavidin (1:10,000; Abcam; cat no. ab7403) for 
at room temperature 15 min. Then, sections were treated 
with diaminobenzidine and hydrogen peroxide chromogen 
substrate plus diaminobenzidine enhancer for 10 min, followed 
by counter staining with Mayer's hematoxylin. The percentage 
and intensity of stained immunoassayed cells was evaluated 
over 5 visual fields, selected at random, at a magnification of 
x400 using a light microscope. The degree of staining was 
evaluated independently by 2 pathologists. Expression of 
HIF-1α was indicated by the presence of cytoplasmic and/or 
membranous staining.

Total RNA extraction and RT‑qPCR analysis. Total RNA was 
isolated from human and mouse colorectal tissue samples 
using the RNAprep Pure Tissue Kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., 
Ltd., Beijing, China; cat. no. DP431) and cDNA was synthe-
sized from 1 µg total RNA using the cDNA Synthesis Kit 
(Takara Bio, Inc., Otsu, Japan; cat. no. 6130), following the 
manufacturer's protocol. RT‑qPCR reactions were performed 
using the SYBR Premix Ex Taq kit (Takara Bio, Inc.; cat 
no. DRR820A) on the StepOnePlus Real‑Time PCR System 
(Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, 
MA, USA). Thermocycling conditions were as follows: 95˚C 
for 2 min; 40 cycles of 30 sec at 95˚C; 10 sec at 60˚C; 30 sec at 
72˚C; and 10 min at 72˚C. The expression level of the HIF‑1α 
gene relative to β‑actin was determined using the SYBR 
Green‑based comparative CT method (2-ΔΔCq) (26). The primer 
sequences used were as follows: Human HIF‑1α sense, 5'-ACT 
TCT GGA TGC TGG TGA TT-3' and antisense, 5'- GTC GTG 
CTG AAT AAT ACC ACT ‑3'; mouse HIF‑1α sense, 5'-AGC CCT 
AGA TGG CTT TGT GA-3' and antisense, 5'-TAT CGA GGC 
TGT GTC GAC TG‑3'; and human and mouse β-actin sense, 
5'- CAC GAT GGA GGG GCC GGA CTC ATC -3' and antisense, 
5'‑TAA AGA CCT CTA TGC CAA CAC AGT ‑3'.
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Western blotting. Preparation of total protein lysates and 
western blot analysis was performed as previously described 
by Yuan et al (25). To detect HIF‑1α, monoclonal anti‑HIF‑1α 
antibody (1:1,000) was used. Tubulin expression, detected 
using an anti‑tubulin antibody (1:2,000; Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck 
Millipore) was used as an endogenous control.

Statistical analysis. Results are presented as the mean ± stan-
dard error of the mean. Data from the present study was analyzed 
with GraphPad Prism (version 5.0; GraphPad Software, Inc., 
La Jolla, CA, USA) using a Student's t‑test. The correlation 
between serum IL‑6 concentration and HIF‑1α mRNA expres-
sion was analyzed using the Pearson product‑momentum 
correlation coefficient. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a 
statistically significant difference.

Results

Anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody inhibits the development of CAC. 
CAC was successfully induced in the mice using AOM and 
DSS (Fig. 1A). Macroscopically, the majority of colorectal 
neoplasms were located in the middle and distal colon (Fig. 1B). 
Mice in the treatment group developed significantly fewer and 
smaller neoplasms compared with mice in the control group 
(P<0.05; Fig. 1C and D). Following histopathological exami-
nation, colorectal neoplasms were divided into adenomas 
and adenocarcinomas (Fig. 1E). The incidence of colorectal 
adenocarcinomas was 87.5% (7/8 mice) in the treatment group 
and 100% (8/8 mice) in the control group, while the incidence 
of colorectal adenomas was 100% (8/8 mice) in the treatment 
and control groups. These results suggest that the anti‑IL‑6 
receptor antibody used inhibits the development of CAC.

Anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody downregulates HIF‑1α in 
colorectal adenocarcinomas. To identify the potential mecha-
nisms by which the anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody inhibits the 
development of CAC and to investigate whether this effect is 
through the regulation of HIF-1α, the expression of HIF‑1α 
in colorectal adenocarcinomas was examined. RT‑qPCR 
analysis demonstrated that HIF‑1α mRNA expression was 
significantly downregulated in colorectal adenocarcinomas 
following treatment with the anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody 
(P<0.05 vs. control; Fig. 2A). In addition, western blotting 
identified a corresponding downregulation of HIF‑1α protein 
levels (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, immunohistochemistry revealed 
a notable decrease in HIF-1α protein levels in the treatment 
group compared with the control group (Fig. 2C).

Anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody downregulates HIF‑1α in 
colorectal adenomas. To investigate whether the anti-IL-6 
receptor antibody used downregulates HIF‑1α in early stage 
CAC, the expression of HIF‑1α in colorectal adenomas was 
examined. Similarly to the results observed in colorectal 
adenocarcinomas, HIF‑1α was found to be downregulated in 
colorectal adenomas following treatment with the anti‑IL‑6 
receptor antibody (Fig. 3A‑C). This indicates that IL‑6 regu-
lates HIF-1α expression in early stage CAC.

HIF‑1α mRNA expression positively correlates with serum 
IL‑6 concentration in patients with CAC. As HIF-1α 

expression was significantly downregulated by the anti‑IL‑6 
receptor antibody used in the mouse CAC model, HIF‑1α 
expression was analyzed in patients with CAC to determine 
whether it positively correlated with serum IL‑6 concentra-
tion. RT‑qPCR analysis revealed that HIF‑1α mRNA levels 
were significantly increased in CAC tumor tissues compared 
with adjacent non‑malignant tissues (P<0.05; Fig. 4A). The 
fold change in HIF-1α mRNA expression in tumor tissues 
compared with adjacent non‑malignant tissues was between 0.8 
and 5.2 (median, 2.1). In addition, western blotting confirmed 

Figure 1. Anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody inhibits the development of CAC. 
(A) Schematic overview of CAC induction with AOM and DSS. Mice were 
peritoneally injected with AOM (10 mg/kg) at the beginning of the first 
week. Subsequently, mice were treated with 2% DSS supplemented into 
their drinking water for 1 week, followed by 2 weeks of water alone. This 
cycle was repeated 3 times. In addition, anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody and 
immunoglobulin G were peritoneally injected into treatment and control 
mice, respectively, every 2 days. (B) Macroscopic observation showed that 
the majority of colorectal neoplasms were located in the middle and distal 
colon. (C) Fewer and (D) smaller macroscopic neoplasms were observed in 
the treatment group compared with the control group. *P<0.05. (E) Colorectal 
neoplasms were divided into adenomas and adenocarcinomas following his-
topathological examination (magnification, x200). IL‑6, interleukin‑6; CAC, 
colitis‑associated colorectal cancer; AOM, azoxymethane; DSS, dextran 
sulfate sodium.
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that there was an overexpression of HIF‑1α protein in the 
malignant tissues (Fig. 4B). Then, serum IL‑6 concentration 
was examined in the participants, which identified that serum 
IL‑6 concentrations were between 1.2 and 9.7 pg/ml (median, 
6.4 pg/ml). Furthermore, the Pearson product‑momentum 
correlation coefficient showed that serum IL‑6 concentra-
tion positively correlated with HIF‑1α mRNA expression in 
the tumor tissue of these patients with CAC (r=0.58; P=0.04; 
Fig. 4C).

Discussion

IL‑6 overexpression is a well‑known risk factor for CAC and 
the role of HIF-1α during CAC progression is well docu-
mented (22,27). However, whether IL‑6 contributes to CAC 
progression through the regulation of HIF‑1α remains unclear. 
The results of the present study indicate that inhibition of IL‑6 
using an anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody hindered the development 
of CAC and decreased HIF-1α expression, even in early stage 

Figure 2. Anti‑interleukin‑6 receptor antibody downregulates HIF‑1α in colorectal adenocarcinomas. (A) Reverse transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction analysis showed that HIF‑1α mRNA expression was significantly downregulated in the treatment group compared with the control group. *P<0.05. 
(B) Western blot analysis and (C) immunohistochemistry (magnification, x400) demonstrated the downregulation of HIF‑1α protein levels in the treated group 
compared with the control group. HIF‑1α, hypoxia‑inducible factor 1α.

Figure 3. Anti‑interleukin‑6 receptor antibody downregulates HIF‑1α in colorectal adenomas. (A) Reverse transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain reac-
tion analysis showed that HIF‑1α mRNA expression was significantly downregulated in the treatment group compared with the control group. *P<0.05. 
(B) Western blot analysis and (C) immunohistochemistry (magnification, x400) demonstrated the downregulation of HIF‑1α protein levels in the treated group 
compared with the control group. HIF‑1α, hypoxia‑inducible factor 1α.

Figure 4. HIF‑1α mRNA expression positively correlates with serum IL‑6 concentration in patients with CAC. (A) Reverse transcription‑quantitative poly-
merase chain reaction analysis revealed that HIF‑1α mRNA was significantly overexpressed in tumor tissues compared with adjacent non‑malignant tissues. 
*P<0.05. (B) Western blot analysis demonstrated that the HIF‑1α protein was overexpressed in CAC tissue compared with adjacent non‑malignant tissue. 
(C) The Pearson product‑momentum correlation coefficient demonstrated that serum IL‑6 concentration was positively correlated with HIF‑1α mRNA expres-
sion in the tumor tissue of patients with CAC (r=0.58; P=0.04). HIF‑1α, hypoxia‑inducible factor 1α; IL‑6, interleukin‑6; CAC, colitis‑associated colorectal 
cancer.
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CAC. In addition, HIF‑1α was demonstrated to be overex-
pressed in human CAC tumor tissue and positively correlated 
with serum IL‑6 concentration. These results indicate that 
IL‑6 promotes CAC progression by regulating HIF‑1α expres-
sion during the early stages of CAC development.

Following the combination of exposure to AOM and 
3 cycles of DSS treatment, CAC was successfully induced in 
BALB/c mice. Similarly to a previous study (28), the tumor 
incidence rate was 100% in the mice. In addition, following 
the inhibition of IL‑6 using the anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody, 
tumor size and number was significantly reduced, which was 
consistent with the results of a previous study (29).

In recent years IL‑6 has emerged as a potential therapeutic 
target in patients diagnosed with malignant disease (30). 
For example, anti‑IL‑6 antibodies have been used to treat 
patients with multiple myeloma or acquired immune defi-
ciency syndrome‑associated Kaposi's sarcoma since the 
1990s (31,32). In 2014 siltuximab, a chimeric anti‑IL6 anti-
body, was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA; Silver Spring, MD, USA) for the treatment of patients 
diagnosed with Castleman disease (33). In addition, siltuximab 
was used in clinical trials for a number of malignant tumors, 
including metastatic renal cell cancer, prostate cancer and 
colorectal cancer (34-36). Although tocilizumab, an anti‑IL‑6 
receptor antibody, has not yet been approved for the treatment 
of malignant tumors, it has been approved by the FDA for 
the treatment of chronic inflammatory diseases, including 
rheumatoid arthritis and juvenile idiopathic arthritis (37). In 
the present study, the anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody used was 
observed to have a protective effect in a mouse CAC model. 
However, further investigations are required to validate the 
effectiveness of anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody treatment of CAC.

Signal transducer and activator of transcription‑3, 
suppressor of cytokine signaling‑3 and vascular endothelial 
growth factor receptor‑2 were reported to be the downstream 
proteins through which IL‑6 exerts its tumor promoting effect 
in CAC (38-41). However, there is little literature on the asso-
ciation between IL-6 and HIF-1α in the development of CAC. 
In the present study, HIF‑1α was downregulated in colorectal 
adenocarcinomas and adenomas in the mouse CAC model 
by the anti‑IL‑6 receptor antibody, which indicates that IL‑6 
stimulates the development of CAC through the regulation of 
HIF-1α. However, whether IL‑6 exerts its tumor promoting 
effect directly through the regulation of HIF‑1α remains 
unclear.

In patients with CAC, HIF‑1α was overexpressed in tumor 
tissues compared with adjacent non‑malignant tissues, which 
is consistent with the results of a previous study (18). In addi-
tion, a positive correlation between HIF‑1α mRNA expression 
and serum IL‑6 concentration in patients with CAC was 
observed. However, these findings should be interpreted with 
caution due to the relatively small number of patients included 
in the present study. Further research with a larger sample size 
is required to confirm these results.

In conclusion, the present study provides evidence that 
IL‑6 promotes the development of CAC through the regulation 
of HIF-1α during the early stages of CAC progression. In addi-
tion, the results of the current study demonstrate that anti‑IL‑6 
receptor antibodies are a potential therapeutic agent for CAC 
that warrant further investigation.
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